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Area where acupuncture needle is not applicable
and medication is unable to cure, moxibustion
treatment will have to be applied.
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THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
MOXIBUSTION AND
ACUPUNCTURE
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MOXIBUSTION HISTORY：
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It has a history of 2,500 years in Asia and has been used widely in China, Korea and Japan.

Mr. Li’s children always cough at night.

After visiting the hospital for a few consul-

tations, the cough problems did not
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improve very well. Through a friend’s

recomendation he bought a box of our
company’s moxibustion paste for his
children to try, after three days of continuos use, the cough problems were well

under control and their sleep also got

improved. He expressed his gratitude for

only

provide

physiotherapy

eﬀect and only the professional with medical
qualiﬁcation can carry out the treatment. If the

acupuncture needle does not pin into the right
pore, the result will be aﬀected and moreover

the side eﬀects may occur. In the case where

sterilization of the needle is not thorough

Quantity:

improved. After the doctor introduced to
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him

our

smokeless

moxibustion,

he

persisted in using it for 11 days. Thereafter

his blood sugar dropped from 11.8 to 8.7.

Mr. Zhang was amazed by these results and

Moxibustion is convenient to use, it can

Eco-friendly
Products
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Mr. Zhang suﬀered from severe diabetic

within the main and collateral channels as

eco

Model:

Speciﬁcation:

treatments. His condition was still not

es by stimulating the activities of gas

Patents
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this.

and went to several large hospitals for

human body.

Acupuncture

has no side eﬀect.

Moxibustion is a method of treating diseas-

logical and biochemical disorders of a

tion eﬀects of medication and physiotherapy.

bustion is a pure external treatment process, it

CASE SHARE

BASIC PRINCIPAL
OF MOXIBUSTION：
well as the meridians to adjust the physio-

Moxibustion is made of wormwood, i.e. the

“king of all grasses”, it possesses the combina-

enough, cross infection may take place. As moxi-
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No any side eﬀects
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EFFECTIVELY
TREAT
VARIOUS
DISEASES:

Φ3CM H:4.8CM
A carton of 30

Materials:

Three years top qualityMoxa,
Medical class Sticker and Paper.

he will continue to use our moxibustion

relieve symptoms and has curative eﬀect

paste he is conﬁdent that his health conditions will improve further by continue using our moxi-

for various diseases as above mentioned. It

bustion paste. would be better and better.

can also be used as a health care product
and is eﬀective in disease prevention for

Xiao Lin is one of our new colleague. She got insomnia problems and unable to sleep every

healthy people.
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night, she consulted the doctor but was in vain. We recommended to her and she agreed to try the

company smokeless moxibustion paste, after using for a week, her insomnia problems was cured

and she can fell to sleep around 10 p.m. every night, she was convinced by the result and start
recommending our moxibustion paste to those whom suﬀer from the same problems.

